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English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Dinner was nearly over at the big red hotel
that stands high above the city of Quebec, and Thirlwell, sitting at one of the tables, abstractedly
glanced about. The spacious room was filled with skilfully tempered light that glimmered on
colored glasses and sparkled on silver; pillars and cornices were decorated with artistic taste. A
murmur of careless talk rose from the groups of fashionably dressed women and prosperous men,
and he heard a girl s soft laugh. All this struck a note of refined luxury that was strange to Thirlwell,
who had spent some years in the wilds, where the small, frost-bitten pines roll across the rocks and
muskegs of North Ontario. One lived hard up there, enduring arctic cold, and the heat of the short
summer, when bloodthirsty mosquitoes swarm; and ran daunting risks on the lonely prospecting
trail. Now it looked as if chance had offered him an easier lot; he could apparently choose between
the privations of the wilderness and civilized comfort, but while he grappled with a certain longing
he knew this was...
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The best pdf i at any time read. It is one of the most remarkable ebook we have read through. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Reg g ie Str eich-- Reg g ie Str eich

This ebook will not be simple to start on looking at but really enjoyable to read. It is one of the most awesome book we have study. Your life span is going to
be transform when you complete looking over this pdf.
-- K a yla  Gutkowski-- K a yla  Gutkowski
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